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Department of Physis, Norwegian University of Sien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hnology, N7491 Trondheim, Norway
Sine long bak, sientists have been putting enormous eort to understand earthquake dynamis
-the goal is to develop a suessful predition sheme whih an provide reliable alarm that an earth-
quake is imminent. Model studies sometimes help to understand in some extend the basi dynamis
of the real systems and therefore is an important part of earthquake researh. In this report, we
review several physis models whih apture some essential features of earthquake phenomenon and
also suggest methods to predit atastrophi events being within the range of model parameters.
Introdution
`Earthquake' is a long standing problem to the sientist
ommunity as it is a subjet of many unknowns. Strong
earthquakes often auses huge devastation in terms of
lives and properties and therefore this subjet always de-
mands high priority. But so far, little advanement has
been made to understand the entire earthquake-dynamis
and the hallenge still remains -to develop a suessful
predition sheme whih an provide exat spae-time
information of future earthquakes and their expeted
magnitudes. However, several models and hypothesis
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄ have been proposed and some reent
studies suggest potential methods to predit atastrophi
events in some earthquake models. In this short report
we disuss suh physis models of earthquake, giving im-
portane to their apability of predition.
Geologial fats
Plate-tetoni theory explains the origin of earthquake
through a stik-slip dynamis: Earth's solid outer rust
(about 20 km thik) rests on a tetoni shell whih is
divided into numbers (about 12) of mobile plates, hav-
ing relative veloities of the order of few entimeters per
year. This motion of the plates arises due to the power-
ful onvetive ow of the earth's mantle at the inner ore
of earth. On the other hand solid-solid fritional fore
arises at the rust-plate boundary and it stiks them to-
gether. This kind of stiking develops elasti strains and
the strain energy gradually inreases beause of the uni-
form motion of the tetoni plates. Therefore a ompe-
tition omes to play between the stiking fritional fore
and the restoring elasti fore (stress). When the au-
mulated stress exeeds the fritional fore, a slip (earth-
quake) ours and it releases the stored elasti energy in
the form of sound, heat and mehanial vibrations. It
has been observed that generally a series of small earth-
quakes appear before (foreshoks) and after (aftershoks)
a big quake (main shok).
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Figure. 1: The magnitude distribution of earthquakes in Japan
(from JUNEC atalog) [27℄. The straight line with slope −0.9 is
the best t to the data points for m > 3 and supports Gutenberg-
Rihter law.
Physis models
The overall frequeny distribution of earthquakes in-
luding foreshoks, mainshoks and aftershoks, seems
to follow the empirial Gutenberg-Rihter law [5℄:
lnN(m) = constant− bm,
where N(m) is the number of earthquakes having magni-
tude (in Rihter sale) greater than or equal tom, b is the
power exponent. The observed value of b ranges between
0.7 and 1.0 (Fig.1). The amount of energy ǫ released in
an earthquake is related to the magnitude as
ln ǫ = constant+ am.
Therefore Gutenberg-Rihter law an be expressed as an
alternative form:
N(ǫ) = ǫ−α,
whereN(ǫ) is the number of earthquakes releasing energy
greater than or equal to ǫ and α = b/a. The Gutenberg-
Rihter law is being onsidered as one of the most fun-
damental observations by the physiists.
Several models have been proposed to study the nature
of the earthquake phenomenon. The main intension is to
apture the Gutenberg-Rihter type power law for the
frequeny distribution of failures (quakes) by modelling
2dierent aspets of faults struture, material properties,
geometry et. These models an be lassied into four
groups aording to their basi assumptions: (A) Fri-
tion models, inorporate the stik-slip dynamis through
the olletive motion of an assembly of loally onneted
elements subjet to slow driving fore (B) Frature mod-
els, look at earthquake phenomena as a frature-failure
proess of deformable materials that break under ex-
ternal loading through slow build-up of stress (C) Self-
organised ritial (SOC) models, onsider earthquake as
a self-driven slow proess and (D) Fratal models, give
importane to fratal nature of the rust-plate interfaes
and address the phenomenon as a two-fratal overlap
problem.
(A) Frition models
In 1967 Burridge and Knopo [7℄ introdued model
studies in earthquake researh. They proposed a spring-
blok model to mimi the typial stik-slip dynamis of
earthquake phenomena, whih has been extended later
by Carlson and Langer [8℄. The Burridge-Knopo type
model ontains a linear array of bloks of massm oupled
to eah other by idential harmoni springs of strength
kc and also attahed to a xed surfae at the top by a
dierent set of idential springs having strength kp. The
bloks are kept on a horizontal platform (rough surfae)
whih moves with a uniform veloity V (Fig.2). Here
qualitatively the bloks an be thought of as the points of
ontat between two plates moving at a relative speed V ,
where the spring onstants kc and kp represents the linear
elasti response of the ontat region to ompression and
shear respetively.
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Figure 2: The Burridge-Knopo model (above) and two dier-
ent forms of veloity weakening frition fore (below) [9℄.
Starting from unstrained ondition, when the system is
pulled slowly (at onstant rate), the bloks initially re-
main stuk to the surfae due to frition between sur-
faes. A slip of a blok ours when the orrespond-
ing spring fore overomes the threshold value (maxi-
mum stati fritional fore between that blok and the
rough surfae). The dynamis of eah blok is basially
the resultant of two phases: a stati phase and a dy-
nami phase. During stati phase the blok remains stuk
on the rough surfae and the elasti strain ontinuously
grows up. The stati phase omes to a sudden end when
driving fore on that blok attains the threshold value
and dynami phase begins. Due to the presene of fri-
tional fore this dynami phase is denitely dissipative
in nature. This dissipation redues the relative veloity
of the blok and the system again goes bak to the stati
phase. The dynami frition is assumed as a veloity
weakening funtion f (shown in the Fig.2 ). Presene of
spring fore and veloity weakening frition fore leads
the system to a omplex dynamial state. At the initial
stage, individual small slip ours. But due to onstant
pulling, the springs are gradually strethed and attain
the limit of total fritional stability of the bloks where
the olletive slips of almost all the bloks our. Clearly
this is a big event and a large amount of elasti energy
is released here. The equation of motion of the jth blok
of the system is
mx¨j = kc(xj+1 − 2xj + xj−1)− kpxj − f(x˙j − V )
where dots denote dierentiation with respet to t, m is
the mass of a blok, kp and kc are spring onstants of the
onneting springs and f represents the nonlinear velo-
ity weakening frition fore. The position oordinate x
is measured along the hain length and the veloity V of
the platform is in the inreasing x diretion. The total
energy of the system at time t an be alulated by solv-
ing the above equation. A sudden drops in the energy
of the system is identied as the released energy during
a slip event and the distribution of suh energies follows
power-law:
N(ǫ) ∼ ǫ−c, c ∼ 1,
whereN(ǫ) is the number of slips releasing energy greater
than or equal to ǫ.
Predition possibility of major events (slips)
Reently Dey et al. [9℄ developed a method to predit
the major slip event in Burridge-Knopo type spring-
blok model. Introduing an additional dissipative fore
in the spring-blok arrangement they identied the dis-
sipative funtional R(t) as energy bursts similar to the
aousti emission signals [10, 11℄ observed in experi-
ments. The distribution of R(t) shows power laws if one
reords all slip events inluding the major slips.
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Figure 3: The dissipative funtional R(t) vs. time (t) in
Burridge-Knopo model [9℄.
The plot of R(t) vs. t shows a gradual inrease in
ativity (Fig.3) prior to the ourrene of a major slip.
3But as R(t) is noisy it an not help muh to predit the
major slip event, rather the umulative energy dissipated
Eae(t) ∼
∫ t
0
R(t
′
)dt
′
grows in steps and it seems to di-
verge as a major slip event is approahed (Fig.4). From
suh divergene one an predit the ourrene time (tc)
of a major slip through proper extrapolation.
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Figure 4: Cumulative energy Eae versus time (t) plot. Inset
shows the time series of R(t) inluding two major slip events [9℄.
(B) Frature models
Earthquake an be onsidered as a frature-failure phe-
nomenon through slow build up of stress at the plate-
rust boundary with the movement of the plate as exter-
nal driving fore. The deformation properties of the ma-
terials sitting at the boundary play ruial role on spatial
redistribution of the stress around a broken region and
this atually deides in whih diretion the rak front
should propagate. Fiber bundle model and random fuse
model address suh senario in material breakdown and
sometimes they are treated as models of earthquake sine
they produe time series of avalanhes whih follow power
law distribution similar to Gutenberg-Rihter law.
Fiber bundle model
Fiber bundle (RFB) model onsists of many (N0) bers
onneted in parallel to eah other and lamped at their
two ends and having randomly distributed strengths.
The model exhibits a typial relaxational dynamis when
external load is applied uniformly at the bottom end
(Fig.5). In the global load-sharing approximation [12,
13, 14℄, surviving bers share equally the external load.
Initially, after the load F is applied on the bundle, bers
having strength less than the applied stress σ = F/N0
fail immediately. After this, the total load on the bun-
dle redistributes globally as the stress is transferred from
broken bers to the remaining unbroken ones. This re-
distribution auses seondary failures whih in general
auses further failures and produes an avalanhe whih
denotes simultaneous failure of several elements. With
steady inrease of external load, avalanhes of dierent
size appear before the global breakdown where the bun-
dle ollapses. The saling properties of suh mean-eld
dynamis and the avalanhe statistis are expeted to be
extremely useful in analysing frature and breakdown in
real materials, inluding earthquakes [15, 16, 17, 18℄.
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Figure 5: The ber bundle model .
When external load is applied, the surviving fration
of total bers follows a simple reursion relation
Ut+1(σ) = 1− P (σ/Ut),
where Ut = Nt/N0, σ is the external stress and P is
umulative probability funtion. The reursion relation
has the form of an iterative map Ut+1 = Y (Ut) and nally
the dynamis stops at a xed point where Ut+1 = Ut.
If external load is inreased in steps by equal amount
∆F , then the entire failure proess an be formulated
through the reursive dynamis [19℄ mentioned above and
the xed point solution gives the value of ritial stress
σc above whih the bundle ollapses. It an be shown
that the bundle undergoes a phase transition from par-
tially broken state to ompletely broken state. The order
parameter (O), suseptibility (χ) and relaxation time (τ)
follow robust power laws with universal exponent values
[20℄.
In ase of quasi-stati load inrement, only the weakest
ber (among the intat bers) fails after loading and then
the bundle undergoes load redistribution till a xed point
is reahed. The utuations in strength distributions pro-
dues dierent size of avalanhes during the entire failure
proess and the avalanhe distribution follows power law
(Fig.6) with exponent −5/2. Hemmer and Hansen [14℄
has analytial proved that this exponent is universal un-
der mild restrition on strength distributions.
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Figure 6: Avalanhe time series in a ber bundle model (left)
and the orresponding avalanhe distribution (right).
4Random fuse model
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Figure 7: The random fuse model.
The fuse model [21, 22, 23℄ onsists of a lattie in whih
eah bond is a fuse, i.e., an ohmi resistor as long as the
eletri urrent it arries is below a threshold value. If the
threshold is passed, the fuse burns out irreversibly. The
threshold t of eah bond is drawn from an unorrelated
distribution p(t). The lattie is plaed at 45◦ with re-
gards to the eletrial bus bars (Fig.7) and an inreasing
urrent is passed through it. Numerially, the Kirhho
equations are solved at eah node.
When a bond breaks, urrent value on the neighbor-
ing bonds inreases and sometimes it triggers seondary
failures. Finally the system omes to a state where no
urrent passes through the lattie; that means there is
a rak whih separates the lattie in two piees. With
gradual inrease of urrent/voltage a series of intermedi-
ate avalanhes appear before the nal breakdown. The
distribution of suh avalanhes follows power law with
exponent lose to 3 (Fig.8).
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Figure 8: Avalanhe time series in a fuse model (left) and the
orresponding avalanhe distribution (right).
Crossover behavior: signature of imminent breakdown
A robust rossover behavior has been observed [24, 25,
26℄ reently in the two very dierent models desribed
above where the system gradually approahes the global
failure through several intermediate failure events. If in-
termediate avalanhes are reorded, avalanhe distribu-
tion follows a power law with an exponent that rosses
over from one value to a very dierent value when the
system is lose to the global failure or breakdown point
(Fig.9). Therefore, this rossover is a signature of immi-
nent breakdown.
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Figure 9: Crossover signature in avalanhe power law. In ber
bundle model: x0 is the starting position of reording avalanhes
and xc is the global failure point; exponent value hanges from 5/2
to 3/2 (left) and in random fuse model: exponent value hanges
from 3 to 2 when the system omes loser to breakdown point
(right).
Reently Kawamura [27℄ observed similar rossover
behavior for the loal magnitude distribution of earth-
quakes in Japan (Fig.10). This observation has strength-
ened the possibility of using rossover signal as a tool of
prediting atastrophi events.
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Figure 10: Crossover signature in the magnitude distribution of
earthquakes within Japan [27℄.
(C) Self-organised ritial models
In various thermodynamis systems, there is a riti-
al point where the systems beome totally orrelated
and show sale free (power law) behaviour. Apart from
the ritial point the average mirosopi quantities of
the systems follow saling behaviour. Generally suh rit-
ial states are ahieved through the ne-tuning of phys-
ial parameters, suh as temperature, pressure et. and
the power law behavior is onsidered to be a signature of
the ritial state of the system. However, it has been
observed that some omplex systems evolve olletively
to suh ritial state only through mutual interations
and show power law behavior there. These systems do
not need any ne tuning of physial parameter and there-
fore are onsidered as self-organised ritial (SOC) sys-
tems. The term SOC was rst introdued by Bak, Tang
and Wiesenfeld in 1987.
The magnitude distribution of earthquake shows
power-law (Gutenberg-Rihter law), therefore it is tempt-
ing to assume that earthquake happens through a self-
organised dynamis: the build up of stress due to tetoni
5motion is a self organised slow proess; gradually the rit-
ial state is ahieved where the stress releases in bursts
of various sizes. Extensive researh have been going on
to establish relation between earthquake and SOC sys-
tems, for whih several models have been proposed. So
far, sandpile models are the best example of SOC system.
BTW sandpile model
The rst attempt to study SOC through model systems
was made by Bak, Tang and Wiesenfeld [28℄. This is
a model of sandpile whose natural dynamis drives it
towards the ritial state. The model an be desribed
on a two dimensional square lattie. At eah lattie site
(i, j), there is an integer variable hi,j whih represents
the height of the sand olumn at that site. A unit of
height (one sand grain) is added at a randomly hosen
site at eah time step and the system evolves in disrete
time. The dynamis starts as soon as any site (i, j) has
got a height equal to the threshold value (hth= 4): that
site topples, i.e., hi,j beomes zero there, and the heights
of the four neighbouring sites inrease by one unit
hi,j → hi,j − 4, hi±1,j → hi±1,j + 1, hi,j±1 → hi,j±1 + 1.
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Figure 11: BTW model on square lattie [29℄.
The proess ontinues till all sites beome stable
(Fig.11). In ase of toppling at the boundary of the
lattie (4 nearest neighbours are not available), grains
falling outside the lattie are removed and onsidered
to be absorbed/olleted at the boundary. Gradually
the average height hav attains a ritial value hc, be-
yond whih it does not inrease at all - on an average
the additional sand grains are own away from the lat-
tie . Total number of toppling between two suessive
stable states, determines the size of an avalanhe and at
the ritial state avalanhe size distribution follows power
laws: ns ∼ s
−Γ
, where ns denotes the density of s size
avalanhes. The exponent Γ has the value Γ ≃ 1.15±0.10
in 2D [29℄.
Manna model
Manna proposed the stohasti sand-pile model [29℄
by introduing randomness in the dynamis of sand-pile
growth. Here, the ritial height is 2. Therefore at eah
toppling, the two rejeted grains hoose their host among
the four available neighbours randomly with equal prob-
ability. After onstant adding of sand grains, the system
ultimately settles at a ritial state having height hc and
exhibits sale free behavior in terms of avalanhe and
life time distributions. But the power law exponents are
dierent ompared to those in BTW model and there-
fore Manna model belongs to a dierent universality lass
[30℄.
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Figure 12: Avalanhe time series in a BTW model (left) and in
a Manna model (right).
Preursory ativities
On onstant adding of grains, sandpile models gradu-
ally attains ritial state from sub-ritial states. Now
the question is: an one predit the ritial state from
the sub-ritial response of the pile? A pulse perturba-
tion method [31, 32℄ gives the answer:
At an average height hav, a xed number of height
units hp (pulse of sand grains) is added at any entral
point of the system. Just after this addition, the loal
dynamis starts and it takes a nite time or iterations
to return bak to the stable state after several toppling
events. One an measure the response parameters: ∆ →
number of toppling τ → number of iteration and ξ →
orrelation length whih is the distane of the furthest
toppled site from the site where hp has been dropped.
To ensure toppling at the target site, the pulse hight
has been hosen as hp = 4 for BTW model and hp =
2 for Manna model. Simulation studies onlude [32℄
that all the response parameter follow power law as hc
is approahed: ∆ ∝ (hc − hav)
−λ
, τ ∝ (hc − hav)
−µ
,
ξ ∝ (hc − hav)
−ν
; λ ∼= 2.0, µ ∼= 1.2 and ν ∼= 1.0. Now
if ∆−1/λ, τ−1/µ and ξ−1/ν are plotted against hav, all
the urve follow straight line and they should touh the
x axis at hav = hc. A proper extrapolation estimates
the ritial hight hc = 2.13 ± .01 for BTW model and
hc = 0.72± .01 for Manna model, whih agree well with
diret estimates [29℄.
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Figure 13: Sub-ritial response: Correlation length (ξ) versus
average hight (hav) in BTW model (left) and in Manna model
(right). Inset shows the plot of inverse ξ versus hav and predits
the ritial hight through extrapolation.
Therefore, although BTW and Manna models belong
to dierent universality lasses with respet to their prop-
erties at the ritial state, both the models show similar
sub-ritial response or preursors. A proper extrapola-
tion method an estimate the respetive ritial heights
of the models quite aurately.
(D) Fratal models
The surfaes of earth's rust and tetoni plate at the
fault zone are not ompat rather fratal in nature. In
fat, these surfaes are the results of the large sale fra-
ture separating the rust from the moving tetoni plate.
It has been observed that these surfaes are self sim-
ilar fratals [33℄ having the self-ane saling property
h(λx, λy) ∼ λζh(x, y), where h(x) denotes the height of
the rak surfae at the point x and ζ is the roughness
exponent. It has been laimed reently that sine the
fratured surfaes have got well-haraterized self-ane
properties, the distribution of the elasti energies released
during the slips (earthquake events) between two rough
surfaes (rust and plate) may follow the overlap distri-
bution of two fratal surfaes [34, 35℄
Figure 14: A typial self-ane frature surfae in (2+1) dimen-
sion with roughness exponent ζ = 0.8.
Self-ane asperity model
V. De Rubies et. al. [34℄ has proposed a new model for
earthquakes where the sale invariane of the Gutenberg-
Rihter law is laimed to ome from the fratal geome-
try of the fault surfaes. In this model the sliding fault
surfaes have been represented by frational Brownian
surfaes, whose height sales as |h(x + r) − h(x)| ∼ rζ .
The roughness of the surfaes are determined from the
value of the exponent ζ whih lies between 0 and 1. Two
surfaes are simulated by two statistially self-ane pro-
les, say, h1(x) and h2(x), one drifting over other with a
onstant speed v suh that h1(x, t) = h2(x− vt). An in-
teration between two proles represents a single seismi
event and the energy released is assumed to be propor-
tional to the breaking area of the asperities. At the on-
tat point of the surfaes the `surfae roughness' prevents
slipping and the stress is aumulated there. When the
stress exeeds a ertain threshold value, breaking (earth-
quake) ours. This model produes Gutenberg-Rihter
type power law: P (E) ∼ E−β−1, where P (E)dE is the
probability that an earthquake releases energy between
E and E + dE and the exponent β is diretly related
to the roughness exponent ζ as : β = 1 − ζ/(d − 1) =
(Df − 1)/(d − 1), where Df and d are respetively the
fratal dimension and the embedding dimension of the
surfaes.
Chakrabarti-Stinhombe model
This is an analytial model, proposed by Chakrabarti and
Stinhombe [35℄, whih inorporates the self-similar na-
ture of both the rust and the tetoni plate. They used
self-similar fratals to represent fault surfaes (Fig.15).
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Figure 15: Shemati representation of the rough surfaes of
earth's rust and moving tetoni plate [35℄.
The total ontat area between the surfaes is assumed
to be proportional to the elasti strain energy that an
be grown during the stiking period, as the solid-solid
frition fore arises from the elasti strain at the on-
tats between the asperities. This energy is onsidered
to be released as one surfae slips over the other and
stiks again to the next ontat between the rough sur-
faes. Chakrabarti and Stihombe have shown analyti-
ally through renormalization group alulations that for
7regular fratals (Cantor sets and arpets) the ontat
area follows power law distribution:
ρ(s) ∼ s−γ ; γ = 1,
whih is omparable to that of Gutenberg-Rihter law.
Numerial veriation
The laim of Chakrabarti-Stihombe model has been
veried by extensive numerial simulations [36℄ taking
dierent type of syntheti fratals: regular or non-
random Cantor sets, random Cantor sets (in one dimen-
sion), regular and random gaskets on square lattie and
perolating lusters embedded in two dimensions.
n=1
n=2
n=3
(a)
n=3
(b)
Figure 16: (a) A regular Cantor set of dimension ln 2/ ln 3; only
three nite generations are shown. (b) The overlap of two idential
(regular) Cantor sets, at n = 3, when one slips over other; the
overlap sets are indiated within the vertial lines, where periodi
boundary ondition has been used.
The ontat area distributions P (m,L) seem to follow
a universal saling:
P (m,L) ∼ LαP ′(m′);m′ = mLα,
where L denotes the size of the fratal and α = 2(d −
df ); df being the mass dimension of the fratal and d is
the embedding dimension. Also the overlap distribution
P (m), and hene the saled distribution P ′(m′), deay
with m or m′ following a power law (Fig.17) for both
regular and random Cantor sets and gaskets:
P (m) = m−β ;β = d.
A very reent report [37℄ analytially explains the ori-
gin of suh asymptoti power laws in ase of Cantor set
overlap.
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Figure 17: The plot of P ′(m′) against m′ for Cantor sets with
df = ln 2/ ln 3 at nite generations: n = 10 (square), n = 11 (plus),
n = 12 (ross) and n = 13 (star) and the dotted lines indiate the
best t urves of the form a(x − b)−d; where d = 1. Inset shows
P (m) vs. m plots.
Predition possibility of large events
If one antor set moves uniformly over other, the over-
lap between the two fratals hange quasi-randomly with
time and produes a time series of overlaps m(t). Suh a
time series is shown in Fig.18, for Cantor sets of dimen-
sions ln 2/ ln 3. While most of the overlaps are small in
magnitude, some are really big, where as the umulative
overlap size Q(t) =
∫ t
o mdt `on average' grows linearly
with time. Is it possible to predit a large future over-
lap analysing the time series data? A reent study [38℄
suggests a method:
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Figure 18: The time (t) series data of overlap size (m) for
regular Cantor sets: of dimension ln 2/ ln 3, at 8th generation.
One an identify the `large events' ourring at time ti
in them(t) series, wherem(ti) ≥M , a pre-assigned num-
ber, then alulate the umulative overlap size Q(t) =∫ ti+1
ti
mdt, where the suessive large events our at
times ti and ti+1. Obviously Q(t) is reset to 0 value
after every large event. The behavior of Qi with time is
8shown in Fig.19 for regular antor sets . It appears that
there are disrete values up to whih Qi grows with time.
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Figure 19: The umulative overlap size variation with time
(for regular Cantor sets of dimension ln 2/ ln 3, at 8th genera-
tion), where the umulative overlap has been reset to 0 value
after every big event (of overlap size ≥ M where M = 128
and 32 respetively).
Therefore, if one xes a magnitude M of the overlap
sizes m, so that overlaps with m ≥M are alled `events'
(or earthquake), then the umulative overlap Qi grows
linearly with time up to some disrete levels Qi ∼= lQ0,
where Q0 is the minimal overlap size, dependent on M
and l is an integer. This information ertainly does not
help to predit a future large event aurately, but it gives
some hints by identifying disrete levels of Qi where a
large overlap is likely to happen.
Disussions and onluding remarks
The Gutenberg-Rihter law is a well established law in
earthquake researh. It should be mentioned that Guten-
berg and Rihter obtained this law from the statistis of
earthquake events observed throughout the world. Also,
earthquakes within a tetonially ative region (Japan,
California et) follow similar power law. It is still a on-
troversial issue whether the exponent of the Gutenberg-
Rihter power law is an universal onstant or it varies
in a narrow range (0.8 to 1.2) depending upon the na-
ture of the fault zone. As the motion of the tetoni
plates is surely an observed fat, the stik-slip proess
should be a major ingredient of earthquake models. Al-
though Burridge-Knopo type spring-blok model su-
essfully aptures the stik-slip dynamis and reprodues
Gutenberg-Rihter type power law in the size distribu-
tion of events, it is far from the aurate representation of
earthquake dynamis -as it does not ontain a mehanism
for aftershoks whih are observed fats. But this model
has some important features: The dynamis is inherently
haoti -therefore tehnially unpreditable whih agrees
well with the ourrene of earthquakes. However, the
method proposed by Dey et. al [9℄ to predit a major
slip event by monitoring the umulative energy funtion,
may open up a wide sope of future researh in this eld.
On the other hand, ber bundle model and fuse model
have been developed basially to study breakdown phe-
nomena in omposite materials. As earthquake is a ma-
jor breakdown phenomenon, these models an be used
as earthquake models due to their inherent mean-eld
nature. Avalanhe distributions show power laws in both
the models and a rossover in exponent value appears [25℄
near breakdown point, whih an be treated as a rite-
rion for imminent breakdown. SOC models assume a self-
driven slow dynamis and reprodues Gutenberg-Rihter
law at the ritial point. Although the ritial state an
be predited aurately from the sub-ritial response of
the systems, the behavior remains unpreditable at the
ritial state. Fratal overlap models are dierent (from
the other three types) modelling approahes in the sense
that they fous on the fratal nature of the fault inter-
faes and not on the dynamis. The ontat area distri-
bution follows asymptoti power law and this suggests a
possibility that fratal geometry of the faults might be
the true origin of Gutenberg-Rihter law.
There are several diulties in studying earthquake
phenomenon, as it is a N body omplex problem. While
exat solution of a 3-body problem needs rigorous math-
ematial alulations and it does not work for a mutu-
ally interating system having more than 3 bodies, nat-
urally, theoretial physis an not help to formulate the
entire earthquake dynamis. Again, as the dynamis of
earthquake happens at a depth more than 20 km from
earth surfae -experimental observation of suh dynam-
is is almost impossible. Moreover, earthquake dynamis
involves rust and plates whih are highly heterogeneous
at many sales from the atomi sale to the sale of te-
toni plates, with the presene of disloation, impurities,
grains, water et and the senario beomes very muh
ompliated. In this situation, model studies are very im-
portant in earthquake researh in the sense that they an
produe syntheti earthquake events, allow us to monitor
the dynamis and analyse the event statistis to ompare
with the real earthquake data. Moreover, suh studies
suggest potential methods to predit a major event. It
will be a real breakthrough if any of suh methods an
help a little to predit a future earthquake.
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